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Abstract:
IBIS (Input/Output Buffer Information Specification) models are known to lack information regarding power and

ground bounce [1][2] resulting in incorrect simulations. In this paper, a novel solution to theproblem is proposed making it
possible to simulate IBIS models with available simulators and have a realistic chance at simulating Simultaneous Switching
Noise (SSN) that arepresent in most ifnot all high speed circuits. To demonstrate the solution, a CMOS voltage-mode driver
circuit and a current- mode LVDS driver circuit are simulated using HSPICE and compared with equivalent circuits created
with IBIS models ofthe same drivers. The IBIS models are created using the s2ibis toolfrom North Carolina State University
[3].

1. Introduction
IBIS models have become popular with system and circuit designers as they are fast compared to transistor level

models and do not disclose propriety information to the end user. As they gain in popularity, a thorough analysis is needed to
figure out what IBIS is capable of, where it falls short and what can be done to address the issues. One such issue is the
simultaneous switching noise (SSN), also known as ground bounce, or simultaneous switching output (SSO). This paper
proposes a solution to adequately represent SSN without changing the method ofcreating an IBIS model. This is important as
to propose a change in the way the model is created would mean not just effort to convince the IBIS committee on the
benefits of making a change to the model, but also time as any change to the modeling methodology typically takes months
before it is either accepted or rejected.

SPICE and IBIS modeled drivers are compared for simultaneous switching noise in section 2. A new method of
accommodating SSN information in circuits that use IBIS models is presented in 3. Section 4 includes results of simulation of
the new technique on voltage mode and current mode drivers. Section 5 discusses future direction of research and concludes
the paper.

2. Comparing SPICE and IBIS
IBIS is a widely used standard in the industry (EIA standard 656 -A) to model different kinds of I/O buffers. IBIS

models cater to the need for fast, accurate models of Integrated Circuit drivers and receivers for board level simulations.
These models are purely behavioral i.e. they describe the behavior of the drivers from a high level and do not contain low
level circuit information. This behavior of the drivers is contained in the V-I and V-T tables. IBIS models are thus fast,
accurate and do not reveal any proprietary information contained in the IC.

To test how simultaneous switching noise is represented in IBIS, a test involving 4 cascaded non-inverting voltage
mode drivers is setup as shown in figure 1.

These drivers use the same power - ground plane through LC circuits that models the power and ground plane
parasitics as well as pin - package parasitics. The drivers are connected to 50 ohm ideal (lossless) transmission line and
terminated with 50 ohms resistors. Simultaneous switching inputs were applied on 3 drivers and the fourth driver is
connected to ground to simulate a quite line.

One of the four identical drivers is now converted to an IBIS model using SPICE to IBIS (S21BIS31). This model is
then read back in SPICE using the B element in HSPICE.

HSPICE has provisions to distribute the silicon die capacitance (C_Comp) into all the nodes of the model. This is
usually done to simulate power and ground bounce more accurately but is not implemented in this test as it is tool dependant
and not available in all IBIS simulators. An identical circuit is constructed using the model as the driver and simultaneously
switching signals are applied to three drivers while the fourth driver is grounded.

SPICE simulation show that while the first three driver show expected non-inverting output, the fourth driver has
noise. This noise is di/dt noise that is present in the plane due to multiple drivers switching simultaneously. Due to this
switching, V., rises and V& droops resulting in changed I/V characteristics [4].

1 S2IBIS is a tool that uses a SPICE netlist ofan I/O buffer and generates its IBIS model [3].
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In the circuit with IBIS driver, similar results are observed on the 3 drivers with signals, the quiet line does show
significant noise.

Pow

It should be pointed out that the representation
of SSN/SSO noise is not accurate as IBIS
overestimates the noise when compared to SPICE
simulations. This result is not surprising as IBIS does
not model the well known "feedback effect," in

= >-1TUe Lifw which the collapsing voltage rails reduce driver di/dt.
OuiM Line 1000 ~ - - ~ > An IBIS model has V-I table that is extracted for a

single gate voltage inside the driver. With varying
power/ground voltages due to noise, the gate voltage

Woo Bond and Pin "', varies as well, hence producing a different
characteristic curve for the device in the driver.
While this effect is captured in HSPICE simulation of
the driver netlist, the IBIS simulation solely depends

..* on the one V-I table that is provided in the model.
The consequences of this worst case scenario

*-,-< -.: -,, :x-- -, representation could severely restrict a designer's
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Figure 1: Test setup to compare IBIS and SPICE. 3 buffers are given simultaneously switching inputs and the 4t' input is grounded.

3. A Solution for better SSN Representation
With the knowledge ofwhy SSN is not represented properly while using IBIS models, a new method is proposed that

would help the designer include SSN information in the circuit with IBIS models representing the drivers and receivers. This
method does not involve modifying the IBIS modeling methodology nor is it a part of S21BIS tool, but complements the IBIS
driver as a separate subcircuit that users would add in conjunction to the B element in their circuit. The subcircuit consists of
three separate Voltage Controlled Capacitances (VCCAPs) that are placed between the power and ground rails, the output
and the power rail and the output and the ground rail (figure 2). These VCCAPs are a function of the power and ground

POer voltages and the output voltage respectively.
Capacitance across nodes varies linearly

_ WiBixBandt 4 between a desired range depending upon the
Pin Parafs Ivoltage across the control nodes [5]. By

providing voltage controlled capacitances,
P-_flCs> ; 4 more coupling is achieved between the power

| VCCAPS and ground power voltage levels with the
.......

........... -output voltage level. Depending upon the
Quiet Une circuit, the designer can choose to base the

capacitances on one of three available nodes.
An ideal situation would be to compile a

WireBoPindPandss library of drivers and the best combination of
VCCAPs that would work with that circuit.
This way, the designer would not have to play
around with various permutations and
combinations to arrive at the best result.

Figure 2: VCCAP Circuit that is attached to IBIS circuit.
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4. Simulation Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the simulation result for the voltage mode cascaded CMOS drivers. Figure 3 shows the ground and

power signals of the HSPICE simnulations and the plain IBIS model (Top) and the same HSPICE simulations and the enhanced
circuit of VCCAPs that complements the IBIS model. Figure 4 shows output from a switching driver (left) and a quiet driver
(right). The values of the VCCAPs used are in the range of 0.5 pF to 5pF.
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Figure 3: Ground (left) and Power (right) for IBIS without enhancements (top) and with enhancements (bottom). HSPICE signal is solid
while IBIS signals are dotted.
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Figure 4: Switching (left) and Quiet Output (right) for IBIS without enhancements (top) and with enhancements (bottom). HSPICE signal is

solid while IBIS signals are dotted.

Simnilar results were obtained with a Low Voltage Differential Signal (LVDS) driver. The LVDS driver was designed

as described in [6] with a simplified compensation and closed loop controlled circuit. IBIS models of the LYDS drivers were

obtained using the method described in [7]. Figure 5 shows the ground signal (left) and the output from one of the differential

pins (right). The top portion of the figure compares the plain IBIS Vs HSPICE while the bottom portion compares the

enhanced version of IBIS compared with HSPICE. Adjusting voltage controlled capacitances in this case is slightly more

difficult and accurate results harder to achieve because current mode drivers are differential and have a limited tail cuffent,
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hence instead of having a spike of current when the drivers switch, the current stays relatively constant throughout. Even
though SSN is low in general, simulations have shown improvements in model performances.
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Figure 5: Ground signal (left) and Output signal (right) from one of the differential pins of an LVDS driver. The top compared plain IBIS Vs
HSPICE and the bottom compares the the enhanced IBIS Vs HSPICE. HSPICE signal is solid while IBIS signals are dotted.

5. Future Work and Conclusion
As shown in this paper, an IBIS model can be complemented to produce more accurate results by providing SSN

information that is present in high speed simulations. On an average, circuits with VCCAPS have a mean square error that is 15
to 20% lower when compared with hspice circuits than circuits without VCCAPS. The difference is slightly lower when
comparing current mode drivers because ofreason discussed above.

The authors consider this to be a first step and a stepping stone to a more versatile and better defined black box type
approach that could be fitted to any driver structure and any kind of model. By tweaking certain parameters, the black box
could be molded for any given model.
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